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Great Journal Publishing

HIGH-QUALITY EDITING AND PRODUCTION

• We offer MSP’s EditFlow, a fully supported manuscript 
submission and peer-review system.

• We provide expertise in specialized math 
editing and production services and use the 
latest LaTeX composition tools and the rich 
benefits of MathJax.

• We work with our authors to ensure that language is clear and correct, with 
a consistent use of terms and notation within each article. Our marked-up 
manuscripts with tracked changes facilitate the authors’ review of proofs.

• We carefully check all bibliographic information in reference lists and initiate 
reference linking with the addition of identifiers. DOIs, MathSciNet, and 
zbMATH identifiers are added to each reference entry when available.

DIGITAL PUBLICATION

• All Duke University Press mathematics  
journals are hosted on Project Euclid.

• For all of our journals, we provide 
screen-enhanced PDFs that include 
active internal links, such as cross-
references, as well as active external 
links from reference entries to 
online locations in MathSciNet or 
zbMATH.

• We share bibliographic information 
with arXiv to establish links from 
earlier draft (preprint) versions 
of articles to their final published 
versions on Project Euclid.



Duke University Press Mathematics by the Numbers

• One of the world’s largest university presses, we publish over  
50 journals and 140 books each year. 

• We disseminate our journals to libraries in over 85 countries.

• Our journal editorial offices are spread across eight countries  
and four continents.

• We have been publishing mathematics scholarship for over 90 years.

MARKETING, SALES, AND CUSTOMER RELATIONS

• We have a track record of raising the 
global profile of our journals, increasing 
the volume and quality of submissions. 

• Each journal receives customized 
design and marketing attention. 

• We market journals both individually 
and in digital journal collections to 
scale up library distribution. 

• We promote journals at international 
mathematics conferences. 

• An international network of sales agents  
works with our team to disseminate mathematics worldwide.

• We provide subscription fulfillment and exceptionally high levels of customer 
service.

PARTNERSHIP MANAGEMENT

• Our publishing partners can rely on expert advice to guide them in developing 
clear goals and successful development strategies for their journals.

• We provide frequent, detailed, and transparent reporting.

• Our program grows selectively, and every journal is a vital partner.

Duke University Press booth at the  
Joint Mathematics Meeting 2019



Find the Best Fit for Your Journal

To learn more about journal publishing  
at Duke University Press, visit  
dukeupress.edu/math or email Erich Staib 
at erich.staib@dukeupress.edu.
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